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Least Squares Algorithms for Time-of-Arrival-Based
Mobile Location

K. W. Cheung, H. C. So, W.-K. Ma, and Y. T. Chan

Abstract—Localization of mobile phones is of considerable interest in
wireless communications. In this correspondence, two algorithms are de-
veloped for accurate mobile location using the time-of-arrival measure-
ments of the signal from the mobile station received at three or more base
stations. The first algorithm is an unconstrained least squares (LS) esti-
mator that has implementation simplicity. The second algorithm solves a
nonconvex constrained weighted least squares (CWLS) problem for im-
proving estimation accuracy. It is shown that the CWLS estimator yields
better performance than the LS method and achieves both the Cramér–Rao
lower bound and the optimal circular error probability at sufficiently high
signal-to-noise ratio conditions.

Index Terms—Mobile terminals, positioning algorithms, time-of-arrival.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile location has received significant interest since the first ruling
of the Federal Communications Commission for detection of emer-
gency calls in the United States in 1996 [1]. In addition to emergency
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management, mobile position information will also be useful in intel-
ligent transport systems, location billing, interactive map consultation,
and monitoring of the mentally impaired [2]–[6].

Wireless location systems usually require two or more base stations
(BSs) to intercept a mobile station (MS) signal. Common location ap-
proaches are based on time-of-arrival (TOA), received signal strength
(RSS), time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA), or angle-of-arrival (AOA)
measurements determined from the MS signals received at the BSs
[6]–[10]. In this correspondence, we focus on mobile positioning using
the TOA information.

In the TOA method, the one-way propagation time of the signal trav-
eling between the MS and each of the BSs is measured, and this pro-
vides a circle centered at the BS on which the MS must lie. The TOA
measurements are then converted into a set of circular equations, from
which the MS position can be determined with the knowledge of the
BS geometry. A straightforward approach for determining the MS po-
sition is to solve the nonlinear equations [9] relating these measure-
ments directly, but it is computationally intensive. Apart from the direct
methodology, another common technique [10]–[12] that avoids solving
the nonlinear equations is to linearize them, and then, the solution is
found iteratively. However, this approach requires an initial estimate
and cannot guarantee convergence to the correct solution unless the ini-
tial guess is close to it. To allow real-time implementation and ensure
global optimization, we adopt the idea of the spherical interpolation
(SI) in TDOA-based location [13] that reorganizes the nonlinear hyper-
bolic equations into a set of linear equations by introducing an inter-
mediate variable, which is a function of the source position. However,
the SI estimator solves the linear equations directly via least squares
(LS) without using the known relation between the intermediate vari-
able and the position coordinate. To improve the location accuracy of
the SI approach, Chan and Ho have proposed [14] to use a two-stage
weighted LS to solve for the source position by exploiting this relation
implicitly, whereas [15] incorporates the relation explicitly by mini-
mizing a constrained LS function based on the technique of Lagrange
multipliers. According to [15], these two modified algorithms are re-
ferred to as the quadratic correction least squares (QCLS) and linear
correction least squares (LCLS), respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the model
for the TOA measurements is described. Two important performance
measures of location accuracy, namely, the Cramér–Rao lower bound
(CRLB) [16] and circular error probability (CEP) [12] are then
reviewed. In Section III, we first derive a simple LS TOA-location
algorithm via the introduction of a range parameter. An improved
algorithm, which weighs the LS function and exploits the relation
between the range variable and position coordinate, is then devised.
Performance of the developed algorithms is analyzed in Section IV.
Simulation results are presented in Section V to evaluate the location
estimation performance of the two methods. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section VI.

II. TOA MEASUREMENT MODEL AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

It is assumed that a reliable non-line-of-sight detection algorithm,
such as [17] or [18], has first been employed to eliminate the measure-
ments with large errors. As a result, all measurements we utilize for
mobile location come from line-of-sight (LOS) propagation. Let [x; y]
be the MS position to be determined and the known coordinate of the
ith BS be [xi; yi]; i = 1; 2; . . . ;M , where M is the total number of re-
ceiving LOS BSs. The distance between the MS and the ith BS, which
is denoted by di, is given by

di = (x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2; i = 1; 2; . . . ;M: (1)
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In the absence of measurement error, the one-way propagation time
taken for the signal to travel from the MS to the ith BS, which is denoted
by ti, is

ti =
di

c
; i = 1; 2; . . . ;M (2)

where c is the speed of light. The range measurement based on ti in the
presence of disturbance, which is denoted by ri, is modeled as

ri = di + ni = (x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2 + ni

i = 1; 2; . . . ;M (3)

where ni is the noise in ri or range error at the ith BS. For ease of anal-
ysis, we assume that each measurement error ni is a zero-mean white
Gaussian process with known variance �2i . (The zero-mean assumption
is valid as long as the multipath effect, if any, has been circumvented
[19]. Although the parameters f�2i g are usually unknown in practice,
they can be determined for a particular signaling type in the TOA-based
location system by channel measurement. Once the variance estimates
have been obtained, we consider them to be constants for all TOA mea-
surements taken.)

The CRLB gives a lower bound on variance attainable by any un-
biased estimators, and thus, it can be served as a benchmark to con-
trast with the mean square error of positioning algorithms. We show in
Appendix A that the CRLBs for x and y are as in (4) and (5), shown
at the bottom of the page. In addition to the CRLB, the CEP [12] is
another approximate but simple performance measure of location ac-
curacy. It is defined as the radius of the circle that has its center at the
mean and contains half the realizations of the location estimates. If the
location estimator is unbiased, the CEP is a measure of the uncertainty
in the location estimate relative to the actual MS location. Therefore,
the smaller the CEP, the more reliable the estimator should be. Note
that an ellipse, which is characterized by its angle of rotation from the
x-axis, and the major and minor axes, can generally describe the con-
tour that contains half the realizations of estimates better than the CEP
circle. The complete procedures for computing this ellipse, as well as
the CEP using the ML location estimate in Gaussian noise, can be found
in [12]. Since the ML method should give optimum location estimates,
the CEP using the ML location estimate is the optimal CEP.

III. MOBILE LOCATION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we develop two TOA-based mobile location algo-
rithms using the SI principle. A simple LS mobile location estimator is
first derived as follows. Without measurement errors, (3) becomes

ri = (x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2; i = 1; 2; . . . ;M: (6)

Squaring both sides of (6) yields

r
2

i = R
2 � 2xxi � 2yyi + (x2i + y

2

i )

) xix+ yiy � 0:5R2

=
1

2
x
2

i + y
2

i � r
2

i ; i = 1; 2; . . . ;M (7)

where R = x2 + y2 is the range variable introduced in order to
reorganize (6) into a set of linear equations in x; y and R2. Equation
(7) can be expressed in matrix form as

A��� = b (8)

where

A =

x1 y1 �0:5
...

...
...

xM yM �0:5

; ��� =

x

y

R2

; and

b =
1

2

x21 + y21 � r21
...

x2M + y2M � r2M

:

In the presence of measurement errors, ��� can be estimated using the
standard LS

�̂�� = argmin
����

(A���� � b)T (A���� � b)

= (AT
A)�1AT

b (9)

where ���� = [�x; �y; �R2]T represents an optimization variable vector.
For better performance, we can add a weighting matrixW to (9) and

restrict ���� to satisfy the basic relationship

�R = �x2 + �y2: (10)

This leads to the following constrained optimization problem:

�̂��cw = argmin
����

(A���� � b)TW(A���� � b) (11)

subject to

q
T ���� + ����

T
P���� = 0 (12)

where

P =

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

and q =

0

0

�1

:

Here, (12) is a matrix characterization of the relation in (10).
Let us study the disturbance in b, which will lead to a suggestion on

the choice ofW [14]. For sufficiently small measurement error or high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions, the squared value of ri can be
approximated as

r
2
i = (di + ni)

2 � d
2
i + 2dini; i = 1; 2; . . . ;M: (13)

As a result, the disturbance between the true and measured squared
distances is

"i = r
2
i � d

2
i � 2dini; i = 1; 2; . . . ;M: (14)

In vector form, f"ig are expressed as

""" = [2d1n1; 2d2n2; . . . ; 2dMnM ]T : (15)

The covariance matrix of the disturbance is thus of the form

	 = E """"
T = BQB (16)

CRLB(x) =

M

i=1
(y�y )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

M

i=1
(x�x )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

M

i=1
(y�y )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]
� M

i=1
(x�x )(y�y )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

2 (4)

CRLB(y) =

M

i=1
(x�x )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

M

i=1
(x�x )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

M

i=1
(y�y )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]
� M

i=1
(x�x )(y�y )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

2 (5)
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where E[ � ] is the expectation operator, B = diag(2d1;
2d2; . . . ; 2dM ), and Q = diag (�21 ; �

2

2 ; . . . ; �
2

M). The optimum
weighting matrix for (11) is given by W = 	�1. Since it depends
on the unknown fdig, we use the approximate value of 	 � B̂QB̂,
where B̂ = diag (2r1; 2r2; . . . ; 2rM).

We now consider solving the constrained weighted least squares
(CWLS) problem in (11) and (12), which is equivalent to minimizing
the Lagrangian [15]

L(����; �) = (A���� � b)T	�1(A���� � b) + �(qT ���� + ����
T
P����) (17)

where � is the Lagrange multiplier. We show in Appendix B that a
minimum point for the CWLS problem, either global or local, is given
by

�̂��cw = (AT
	
�1
A+ �P)�1 A

T
	
�1
b�

�

2
q (18)

where � is determined from the five-root equation

c3f3 �
�

2
c3g3 +

2

i=1

cifi
1 + �i

�
�

2

2

i=1

cigi
1 + �i

+

2

i=1

eifii
(1 + �i)2

�
�

2

2

i=1

eigii
(1 + �i)2

�
�

2

2

i=1

cifii
(1 + �i)2

+
�2

4

2

i=1

cigii
(1 + �i)2

= 0 (19)

and fcig; feig;ffig, and fgig; i = 1; 2; 3 have been defined in
Appendix B. The desired � is found by the following procedure.

a) Obtain the five roots of (19) using a root-finding algorithm. Dis-
card any complex roots because the Lagrange multiplier is al-
ways real for real optimization problems.

b) Put the real �’s back to (18), and obtain subestimates of �̂��cw .
c) The subestimate that yields the smallest objective value of (A�����
b)TW(A�����b) is taken as the globally optimal CWLS solution.

Efficient numerical methods for root finding can be found in [20], and
interested readers may refer to it. Note that we can follow the argument
of [15] by finding the � whose value is closest to zero only in order to
save computation.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, the bias and variance of the proposed location algo-
rithms under sufficiently high SNR conditions are analyzed. Based on
(13), we define

�b =
1

2

x21 + y21 � d21
...

x2M + y2M � d2M

and ~b = �

d1n1
...

dMnM

:

The vectors �b and ~b are the noise-free and disturbance components of
b, respectively. The LS solution of (9) can then be written as

�̂�� = (AT
A)�1AT (�b+ ~b): (20)

Since E[~b] is zero, taking the expected value of (20) yields E[�̂��] =
(ATA)�1AT �b = ���, which indicates the unbiasedness of the LS al-
gorithm under sufficiently small noise conditions.

On the other hand, we follow [15] to derive the bias of the CWLS
algorithm, which has the form

E[�̂��cw] � ���

= �
�

2
(AT

	
�1
A)�1q+

1

n=1

(��(AT
	
�1
A)�1P)n���

�
�

2

1

n=1

(����(AT
	
�1
A)�1P)n(AT

	
�1
A)�1q (21)

for � < 1=k(AT	�1A)�1Pk. Although the CWLS estimator is bi-
ased, the bias magnitude will be very small as � should close to zero for
sufficiently high SNR conditions, and this is also illustrated via simu-
lation results in the following section. It is noteworthy that Huang et al.
[15] have also demonstrated that the constrained algorithms, namely,
the QLCS and LCLS methods, possess negligible biases.

Considering that E[�̂��cw] � ���, the variances of the MS location es-
timate [x̂cw; ŷcw] for the CWLS algorithm are derived as follows. We
first notice that the solution for the constrained optimization problem
in (11) and (12) is essentially

�̂��cw = arg min
f�x;�yg

Jcw (22)

where

Jcw =

M

i=1

wi xi�x+ yi�y � 0:5(�x2 + �y2)�
1

2
�x2 + �y2 � r2i

2

(23)

because �R2 should satisfy �R2 = �x2 + �y2 according to (10). For sim-
plicity, we considerW = diag(w1; w2; . . . ; wM), which agrees with
our uncorrelated noise assumption. By extending a standard variance
analysis technique [21], [22] to multiple parameter estimation, the vari-
ances of x̂cw and ŷcw, when they are located in a reasonable prox-
imity to (x; y), are given by (see Appendix C) (24) and (25), shown
at the bottom of the page. In Appendix C, we show that (24) and (25)
are equivalent to the CRLB in (4) and (5), respectively, and this indi-
cates that the CWLS algorithm is optimal under sufficiently high SNR
conditions.

In a similar but more tedious manner, the variances of the MS loca-
tion estimate [x̂; ŷ] for the LS algorithm have also been derived. Since
their expressions are much more complicated and cannot give us any
insightful findings, we omit them in this paper.

var(x̂cw)

�

E @J

@�x

2

E @ J

@�y

2

� 2E @ J

@�x@�y
E @ J

@�y
E @J

@�x

@J

@�y
+ E @J

@�y

2

E @ J

@�x@�y

2

E @ J

@�x
E @ J

@�y
� E @ J

@�x@�y

2
2

(24)

var(ŷcw)

�

E @J

@�y

2

E @ J

@�x

2

� 2E @ J

@�x@�y
E @ J

@�x
E @J

@�x

@J

@�y
+ E @J

@�x

2

E @ J

@�x@�y

2

E @ J

@�x
E @ J

@�y
� E @ J

@�x@�y

2
2

(25)
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Fig. 1. Mean square range errors at [x; y] = [1000;2000] m.

Fig. 2. Mean absolute relative errors at [x; y] = [1000;2000] m.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Computer simulations had been conducted to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed TOA-based location algorithms by comparing
with the iterative LS technique [11] and CRLB. For [11], we used the
actual MS position as the initial estimate in the iterative procedure
to ensure global convergence. The CEPs of the LS and CWLS
estimators were also studied and contrasted with those of the ML
estimates. We considered a five-BS geometry with coordinates
[0; 0]m, [3000

p
3; 3000]m, [0; 6000]m, [�3000

p
3; 3000]m, and

[�3000
p
3;�3000]m. All results were averages of 1000 independent

runs.
Fig. 1 plots the mean square range errors (MSREs) of the LS, CWLS,

and iterative LS methods versus the average noise power at [x; y] =
[1000;2000]m, where the noise refers to the range error. The theo-
retical range variance of the LS estimator at sufficiently high SNRs
and that of the CWLS method or the CRLB were also included. The
MSRE was defined asE[(x� x̂)2+(y� ŷ)2], and it has a linear rela-
tionship with the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) [6], whereas
the average noise power was given by (1=M) M

i=1
�2i , where �2i was

chosen such that all �2i =d
2

i were kept identical. It can be seen that the

Fig. 3. MS estimate distribution of the LS estimator at [x; y] = [1000;2000]
m for average noise power of 25 dB m .

Fig. 4. MS estimate distribution of the CWLS estimator at [x; y] =
[1000;2000] m for average noise power of 25 dB m .

performance of the CWLS method approached the CRLB, which veri-
fied its optimality as well as our analysis and outperformed the LS and
iterative LS estimators by approximately 5 and 2 dB m 2, respectively,
for the whole range of noise powers. Moreover, there was good agree-
ment between the MSRE and theoretical variance of the LS method.
It is noteworthy that the average noise power range was reasonable for
practical mobile location applications [23]. The mean absolute relative
errors (MAREs) of the proposed methods and iterative LS estimator,
which were defined as j(E[x̂] � x)=xj + j(E[ŷ] � y)=yj, are shown
in Fig. 2. We see that all methods had comparable MAREs, which im-
plies that they had similar empirical biases. From Figs. 1 and 2, we
know that these biases were in fact very small when comparing with
their variances.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the distributions of the MS position estimates ob-
tained by the LS and CWLS methods, respectively, at an average noise
power of 25 dB m2. The circles in the figures were centered at the ac-
tual MS location of [1000; 2000] m and included half of the location
estimates. The radii or CEPs in Figs. 3 and 4 were found to 19.90 and
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Fig. 5. Mean square range errors at [x; y] = [200; 400]m.

Fig. 6. Mean absolute relative errors at [x; y] = [200; 400]m.

10.57 m. This means that the CWLS estimator outperformed the LS
method by approximately 9 m in terms of CEP. Furthermore, the CEP
for the ML estimator was calculated as 10.45 m, and thus, the opti-
mality of the CWLS method is again demonstrated.

The above test was repeated for [x; y] = [200; 400]m, and the re-
sults are shown in Figs. 5 to 8. In Fig. 5, we see that the CWLS al-
gorithm attained the CRLB and was superior to the LS and iterative
LS methods by about 4 and 2 dB m2, respectively, when the average
noise power was less than 55 dB m2. The performance of the CWLS
method deviated from the CRLB for larger noise powers because the
high SNR assumption for it broke down, although this assumption still
held for the remaining methods. This finding also agreed with Fig. 6,
where it is observed that the CWLS algorithm had larger MAREs than
those of the LS and iterative LS estimators. In Fig. 7, the CEP of the
LS method was found to be 18.64 m, whereas in Fig. 8, we used an
ellipse to include half of the location estimates because using a circle
would introduce large errors. The semi-major and semi-minor axes of
the ellipse were measured as 17.51 and 1.92 m, respectively, which are
close to those of the ellipse for ML estimation, which were computed
as 17.26 and 1.76 m.

Fig. 7. MS estimate distribution of the LS estimator at [x; y] = [200; 400]m
for average noise power of 25 dB m .

Fig. 8. MS estimate distribution of the CWLS estimator at [x; y] =
[200; 400]m for average noise power of 25 dB m .

VI. CONCLUSION

Two time-of-arrival (TOA)-based location algorithms are developed
from the spherical interpolation (SI) approach, which reorganizes non-
linear equations to linear equations via introduction of an intermediate
variable. The first least squares algorithm directly extends the SI using
the TOA measurements. The second constrained weighted least squares
(CWLS) method is an improved version of the first algorithm with the
use of weighting matrix and constraint. We have shown that the CWLS
approach can attain the Cramér–Rao lower bound and optimal circular
error probability under sufficiently small noise conditions.

APPENDIX A

Let u = [u1; u2]
T = [x; y]T . The CRLB for the kth parameter of

u; k = 1; 2 is computed from [16]

CRLB(uk) = [I�1(u)]k;k; k = 1; 2 (A.1)
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where

[I(u)]i;j = �E
@2 ln p(r ju)

@ui@uj
; i = 1; 2; and

j = 1; 2 (A.2)

and

p(r ju) =
1

(2�)M M

i=1 �
2
i

� exp

M

i=1

1

2�2i
[ri � (x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2]

2

(A.3)

is the probability density function of r = [r1; r2; . . . ; rM ]T condi-
tioned onu, and [I(u)]i;j represents the (i; j)th element of I(u), which
is known as the Fisher information matrix and has the form of [8]

I(u) =

M

i=1
(x�x )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

M

i=1
(x�x )(y�y )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

M

i=1
(x�x )(y�y )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

M

i=1
(y�y )

� [(x�x ) +(y�y ) ]

:

(A.4)

Taking the inverse of (A.4) yields the CRLBs for x and y, which are
given by (4) and (5).

APPENDIX B

The minimum of (17) is obtained by differentiating L(����; �) with
respect to ���� and then equating the resultant expression to zero:

@L(����; �)

@����
= 2(AT

	
�1
A+ �P)���� � 2AT

	
�1
b+ �q = 0: (A.5)

The solution to (A.5) is

�̂��cw = (AT
	
�1
A+ �P)�1 A

T
	
�1
b�

�

2
q (A.6)

where � has yet to be determined. To find �, we substitute (A.6) into
the equality constraint of (12):

q
T (AT

	
�1
A+ �P)�1 A

T
	
�1
b�

�

2
q

+ b
T
	
�1
A�

�

2
q
T (AT

	
�1
A+ �P)�1

�P(AT
	
�1
A+ �P)�1 A

T
	
�1
b�

�

2
q = 0: (A.7)

Note that the matrix (AT	�1A)�1P can be diagonalized as

(AT
	
�1
A)�1P = U�U

�1 (A.8)

where � = diag(1; 2; 3) and i; i = 1; 2; 3 are the eigenvalues
of the matrix (AT	�1A)�1P. Substituting (A.8) into (AT	�1A+
�P)�1 gives

(AT
	
�1
A+ �P)�1 = U(I+ ��)�1U�1(AT

	
�1
A)�1: (A.9)

Putting (A.9) into (A.7), we get

c
T (I+ ��)�1f �

�

2
c
T (I+ ��)�1g

+ e
T (I+ ��)�1�(I+ ��)�1f

�
�

2
e
T (I+ ��)�1�(I+ ��)�1g

�
�

2
c
T (I+ ��)�1�(I+ ��)�1f

+
�2

4
c
T (I+ ��)�1�(I+ ��)�1g = 0 (A.10)

where

c
T = q

T
U = [c1; c2; c3]

g = U
�1(AT

	
�1
A)�1q = [g1; g2; g3]

T

e
T = b

T
	
�1
AU = [e1; e2; e3]

f = U
�1(AT

	
�1
A)�1A	�1b = [f1; f2; f3]

T :

Since the matrix (AT	�1A)�1P is of rank 2, one of its eigenvalues,
say, 3, must be zero. After expanding (A.10) and putting 3 = 0,
(A.10) can be simplified to (19).

APPENDIX C

The variances of the MS location estimate for the CWLS algorithm
are derived as follows. It is clear that (x̂cw; ŷcw) satisfies

@Jcw
@�x

=
@Jcw
@�y

= 0: (A.11)

Let f(�x; �y) and g(�x; �y) be the derivatives of Jcw with respect to �x
or �y. When (x̂cw; ŷcw) is located at a reasonable proximity of (x; y),
using Taylor’s series to expand f(x̂cw; ŷcw) around (x; y) up to the
first-order terms yields

�f(x; y) � (x̂cw � x)fx(x; y) + (ŷcw � y)fy(x; y) (A.12)

where fx(x; y) and fy(x; y) denote the derivatives of f(�x; �y) with re-
spect to �x and �y evaluated at (x; y), respectively.

When the derivatives of f(�x; �y) are sufficiently smooth around the
point (x; y), (A.12) can be approximated as [21], [22]

�f(x; y) � (x̂cw � x)Effx(x; y)g

+(ŷcw � y)Effy(x; y)g: (A.13)

Similarly, we have

�g(x; y) � (x̂cw � x)Efgx(x; y)g

+(ŷcw � y)Efgy(x; y)g (A.14)

where gx(x; y) and gy(x; y) are defined similarly. Multiplying (A.13)
by (A.14) and then taking the expected value gives

E [f(x; y)g(x; y)]

� E[(x̂cw � x)2]E[fx(x; y)]E[gx(x; y)]

+E[(ŷcw � y)2]E[fy(x; y)]E[gy(x; y)]

+E[(x̂cw � x)(ŷcw � y)]fE[fx(x; y)]E[gy(x; y)]

+E[fy(x; y)]E[gx(x; y)]g: (A.15)

Considering that the CWLS algorithm is unbiased, the variances of x̂cw
and ŷcw are var(x̂cw) = E[(x̂cw�x)2] and var(ŷcw) = E[(ŷcw�y)2],
respectively, whereas their covariance is cov(x̂cw; ŷcw) = E[(x̂cw �
x)(ŷcw � y)]. Substituting f(x; y) = g(x; y) = (@Jcw)=(@�x)j

yields

E
@Jcw
@�x

2

� var(x̂cw) E
@2Jcw
@�x2

2

+ var(ŷcw) E
@2Jcw
@�x@�y

2

+ 2cov(x̂cw; ŷcw)E
@2Jcw
@�x2

E
@2Jcw
@�x@�y

: (A.16)
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Putting f(x; y) = g(x; y) = (@Jcw)=(@�y)j , we get

E
@Jcw
@�y

2

� var(x̂cw) E
@2Jcw
@�x@�y

2

+ var(ŷcw) E
@2Jcw
@�y2

2

+ 2cov(x̂cw; ŷcw)E
@2Jcw
@�y2

E
@2Jcw
@�x@�y

: (A.17)

Furthermore, substituting f(x; y) = (@Jcw)=(@�x)j and g(x; y) =

(@Jcw)=(@�y)j gives

E
@Jcw
@�x

@Jcw
@�y

� var(x̂cw)E
@2Jcw
@�x2

E
@2Jcw
@�x@�y

+ var(ŷcw)E
@2Jcw
@�y2

E
@2Jcw
@�x@�y

+ cov(x̂cw; ŷcw) E
@2Jcw
@�x2

E
@2Jcw
@�y2

+ E
@2Jcw
@�x@�y

2

: (A.18)

Solving (A.16)–(A.18), we obtain (A.19) and (A.20), shown
at the bottom of the page. The values of E[((@Jcw)=(@�x))

2];
E[((@Jcw)=(@�y))

2]; E[((@Jcw)=(@�x))((@Jcw)=(@�y))]; E[(@2Jcw)=
(@�x)2]; E[(@2Jcw)=(@�y)

2], and E[(@2Jcw)=(@�x@�y)] at (�x; �y) =
(x; y) are now computed one by one.

Consider a sufficiently small noise condition such that the term n2i
can be ignored, and wi � (1=(2di�i)

2). Differentiating Jcw with re-
spect to �x gives

@Jcw
@�x

=

M

i=1

2wi xi�x+ yi�y � 0:5(�x2 + �y2)

�
1

2
�x2 + �y2 � r2i (xi � �x)

)
@Jcw
@�x

�

M

i=1

2wi xix+ yiy � 0:5(x2 + y2)

�
1

2
x2 + y2 � d2i (xi � x)

+ 2

M

i=1

(xi � x)widini

� 2

M

i=1

(xi � x)dini
(2di�i)2

: (A.21)

Squaring (A.21) and taking the expected value, we obtain

E
@Jcw
@�x

2

�

M

i=1

(x� xi)
2

4�2i [(x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2]
: (A.22)

Similarly, E[((@Jcw)=(@�y))
2]j and E[((@Jcw)=(@�x))((@Jcw)=

(@�y))]j are calculated as

E
@Jcw
@�y

2

�

M

i=1

(y � yi)
2

4�2i [(x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2]
(A.23)

and

E
@Jcw
@�x

@Jcw
@�y

�

M

i=1

(xi � x)(yi � y)

4�2i [(x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2]
: (A.24)

Based on (A.21), we have

@2Jcw
@�x2

�

M

i=1

2(x� xi)
2

(2di�i)2
�

M

i=1

2din
(2di�i)2

: (A.25)

Taking expected value of (A.25) yields

E
@2Jcw
@�x2

�

M

i=1

(x� xi)
2

2�2i [(x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2]
: (A.26)

In a similar manner, E[(@2Jcw)=(@�y)
2]j and E[(@2Jcw)=

(@�x@�y)]j are calculated as

E
@2Jcw
@�y2

�

M

i=1

(y � yi)
2

2�2i [(x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2]
(A.27)

var(x̂cw)

�

E @J

@�x

2

E @ J

@�y

2

� 2E @ J

@�x@�y
E @ J

@�y
E @J

@�x

@J

@�y
+ E @J

@�y

2

E @ J

@�x@�y

2

E @ J

@�x
E @ J

@�y
� E @ J

@�x@�y

2
2

(A.19)

and

var(ŷcw)

�

E @J

@�y

2

E @ J

@�x

2

� 2E @ J

@�x@�y
E @ J

@�x
E @J

@�x

@J

@�y
+ E @J

@�x

2

E @ J

@�x@�y

2

E @ J

@�x
E @ J

@�y
� E @ J

@�x@�y

2
2

: (A.20)
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and

E
@2Jcw

@�x@�y
�

M

i=1

(xi � x)(yi � y)

2�2
i
[(x� xi)2 + (y � yi)2]

: (A.28)

Substituting (A.22)–(A.24) and (A.26)–(A.28) into (A.19) and (A.20),
it can be easily shown that they are equivalent to (4) and (5).
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Reformulation of Pisarenko Harmonic Decomposition
Method for Single-Tone Frequency Estimation

H. C. So and K. W. Chan

Abstract—Based on the linear prediction (LP) property of sinusoidal
signals, a closed-form unbiased frequency estimator for a real sinusoid in
white noise is proposed. The frequency estimator, which is derived by min-
imizing a constrained least squares cost function, can be considered as a
reformulation of the well known Pisarenko harmonic decomposer (PHD).
Online computation of the frequency estimate can be achieved in a very
simple manner, and its variance is derived. Computer simulations are in-
cluded to corroborate the theoretical development and to contrast the es-
timator performance with the PHD, maximum likelihood, and LP-based
methods as well as Cramér–Rao lower bound.

Index Terms—Constrained optimization, frequency estimation, low com-
plexity, online algorithm, Pisarenko’s method, real sinusoid.

I. INTRODUCTION

Frequency estimation of sinusoidal signals in noise is a frequently
addressed problem in the signal processing literature, and it has a wide
variety of applications such as angle-of-arrival estimation, demodula-
tion of frequency-shift keying (FSK) signals, speech analysis, Doppler
rate estimation, and measurements [1]–[4].

For a complex sinusoid in white noise, it is well known that the max-
imum likelihood (ML) estimate of frequency is obtained from the pe-
riodogram maximum [1]. Kenefic and Nuttall [5] have extended the
problem to ML frequency estimation of a real tone and the optimum
estimator maximizes a highly nonlinear and multimodal cost function.
For both cases, the ML methods involve extensive computations, and
this will be prohibitive in applications where rapid frequency estima-
tion is required. Apart from the ML estimators, other frequency estima-
tion techniques [3] include notch filtering, Capon methods, linear pre-
diction (LP), Yule–Walker methods, and subspace-based approaches.
Among the subspace-based methods, the Pisarenko harmonic decom-
poser (PHD) [6] is of historical interest because it was the first to exploit
the eigenstructure of the covariance matrix, and its performance has
been extensively studied [7]–[12]. Interestingly, the PHD for a single
real sinusoid can be implemented in a very simple way [10], [11].

In this correspondence, we will focus on fast algorithm for frequency
estimation of a real-valued tone in white noise. Our major contributions
include

1) development of a computationally simple and unbiased single
real tone frequency estimator. Although the proposed algorithm
is similar to the PHD [10], [11], it generally has higher frequency
estimation accuracy;

2) derivation of the small-sample variance of the frequency esti-
mate, which means that the variance formula applies even for a
small number of measurements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, it is
shown that the least squares (LS) cost function derived from the LP
approach for a real-valued tone should be minimized subject to con-
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